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THE GOVERNOR
9th VS. 12th
We asked 9th graders and 12th graders some questions...

9

12

Best decision you made at Govs this year?
“Giving a chapel talk”

“Staying late on Friday nights, there are so
many fun things to do.”

“Coming here”

“Fall Dance”

“Quitting Soccer”

“Going to more arts events and performances because the
amount of talent we have here is incredible.”

Favorite class?
“Biology”

“Geometry”

“AP studio art!”
“AP Government and Politics with Mr. Satow. It’s a really informative and applicable class and Satow is a really
interesting and fun teacher.”

“IFA photo was by far the best class”

“Neuroscience”

Favorite place to hang out?
“Dorms”

“The best place to hang out is anywhere outside when it is
warm. When it isn’t, which is too often, is the PAC.”
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School News
Elizabeth Acevedo at Govs

Milestone Relocation

Leonelys Oloughlin ’18
“She was the best speaker I’ve
heard in years”...“Wasn’t she
just amazing”...“OMG I love
her” These were all comments
I heard buzzing around campus the day Elizabeth Acevedo blessed us with her gifts
of writing and speech. I think
I speak for the whole Governor’s community when I say
she was truly captivating.
When Mrs. Gold approached
me with the idea for poetry as
our theme for Common Book
Day, asking for suggestions, I
thought, “all my dreams can
be realized.” I love poetry and
it is a passion I’ve kept fairly
private up until the last year
or so. Mrs. Gold didn’t know
it then, but she was giving me
the keys to unleash my creativity when she entrusted me
to find a speaker. Let’s be real,
poetry isn’t everyone’s thing,
so I knew we had this one shot
to expose people to a kind of
writing they may not be comfortable with.

stage presence and writing
is so moving and she’s had a
huge influence on my life -she just had to come to Govs.
The Thursday before Common Book Day, girls of color
in the community and a number of female teachers had
dinner with her. The conversation was great! We simply did
not want to leave as we were
mesmerized by her insight.

anyways so at least don’t stutter.” I wanted everyone to be
as excited as Mrs. Gold and
I were. In the end, Elizabeth
Acevedo’s ability to engage the
audience and connect with
people through her charming personality and sense of
humor, regardless of background, was an experience I
think we will all cherish. Govs
was very lucky to have her! We
should thank Mrs. Gold and
I was so nervous introducing her brilliant ideas, and thank
her the following day during you to the whole community
I gave it some thought and
convocation. I thought, “You for giving her respect and atElizabeth Acevedo seemed
better not stutter, no one can tention as she shared her craft
like the perfect candidate. Her see you behind the podium with us.

9th VS. 12th

Continued from page 1

4| “What’s your favorite special day or event at
Govs?”
5| “Which is your favorite dining hall meal?”
6| “Chocolate chip muffins or curly fries, and why?”

9th
4 | “The best event that I attended has been Mansion House”
“Mansion house”
5 | “the ramen noodle bar...I always get at least two bowls”
“White rice and curry”
“Buff chick pizza”
6 | “Chocolate chip muffins”
“Curly fries, you can eat an infinit[e] amount of them”
“First off, this is not a fair comparison. It is like saying “which is better, fishing
boats or SUV’s. They are both vehicles, but they are not similar at all! It also depends on the day or the time, obviously curly fries are better at lunch or dinner,
but choc. chip muffins are a superior breakfast food. They also have completely
different tastes, one is salty and savory, and the other is sweet and chocolat-

ey. I just don’t think we should be comparing such different things. An easier
question is something like ‘curly fries or bread sticks?’ or ‘choc. chip muffins
vs. Blueberry muffins.’ With all this said, I’m not even sure if I can answer the
question honestly. One is a good side dish and the other is a good comfort
food. With them being such different kinds of food my answer will have to be
both.”

12th
4 | “special olympics”
“relay for life”
“Having track meets at Govs again is really nice. It’s cool to watch everyone compete and people from the community come down to watch”
5 | “spaghetti”
“ grain bowl”
“Orange chicken”
“Grain bowl bar”
6 | “curly fries”
“chocolate chip muffins because chocolate”
“Chocolate Chip muffins because they’re good anytime of the day”
“Chocolate chip muffins”

Battle royale
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The Last Woman Standing

O

ur congrats go out to sophomore Erin Hanlon on her well-earned
“Battle Royale” victory. We asked Erin a few questions about her experience with the game.

Did you think you were going to win?
I did not. Last year I got out on the first day...probably like halfway through. So
I just wanted to make it through a whole week this year.

When did you feel like you might have a chance at winning?

Any tips for other players?

I was really surprised when it was top 40, and then it got down to top 10 and I
had a couple of allies in the top 10 so I thought I might have a chance.

Go low key...don’t sprint between classes and try to go unnoticed. Also, every
time you open a door, stand on the opposite side of where it opens so you can
tuck behind the door.

Who were your biggest allies?

Are you going to play again next year?

I had two really good allies; I had Louisa (who I ended up killing) and Wes...he
really knew the game inside and out.

100%, but I ‘m going to play differently. I’m not necessarily going to go for the
win, but for the most kills...I’m aiming for 10 kills next year.

Who was the hardest person to eliminate?

How many did you have this year?

Ummm...probably Finn Caron. She and Sky did a couple of switches on me...
they’d switch backpacks, and I can’t really tell them apart so that made it hard.
She took the longest and was the toughest.

Nine.

Who was the most satisfying elimination?

Chocolate chip muffins or curly fries, and why?

Definitely Otto. He’s a tracky...one of the fastest kids on campus. He was only
easy because he didn’t realize that I had him until I was a foot away from him...
it was really funny. It was so satisfying!

Depends on the day, but normally curly fries because I’m a fried food person
over dessert.

Favorite moment of the game?
My favorite moment was probably chasing down Finn in the back of Math/
Sci, and then Jack Wood (who had me) came sprinting down. That happened.
Scary moment.
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Editorials

Delayed Gratification
Jin Zhu ‘18
Among all my childhood
nightmares, the phrase I detested the
most is probably my father’s: “It’s time
to study/sleep/get up and etc.” I mean,
who the hell in this world likes to be
pushed around? Hearing my protest,
my father would frown slightly before carrying out his speech of delayed
gratification and how I will be grateful for his brutality once I “grow up”.
Contrary to his reasoning, the more
I listened to his monotone, the more
irritated and impatient I became. It
haunted me that I would have to constantly live for the future—passively
getting good grades in high school to
get into a flagship university just to get
some more good grades so I will get
into some elite graduate school programs and work in some companies
with big names. He has unknowingly
conveyed the message that there would
be no satisfaction whatsoever but only
an abyss of preparation and sacrifice
ahead of me. That left me wondering,

“Do grown-ups have to live an austere
life like that?” For a long time, I was
saddened by his heavy message.
Yet, throughout my high
school experience, the message he
instilled into me in my younger days
has, in fact, disintegrated. I started to
see those insidious talks as merely the
result of having a goal-oriented mindset instead of the truth. Don’t get me
wrong -- having a goal and delaying
our gratification for it is not inherently wrong, but that would usually take
away something vital in our life...
The moment I started to focus
on the future, the present became a
barrier, an obstacle that I would need
to overcome to reach what I would
desire. When one desire is satisfied, it
does not vanish. Instead, it grows; it
multiplies. Before long, life becomes a
journey of eternal dissatisfaction. If the
goal of delayed gratification is merely
to obtain a goal, it’s simply not worth
the effort. For a while I stayed confused, until mysteriously I found that,
for me, delayed gratification merely
means living in the present—the state

that comes when one lands in between
peace and chaos.
Let me give an example here.
At the beginning of the school year,
I did not enjoy AP Physics C. Even
though I knew if I worked twice as
hard, I could get an A, which would
be advantageous for my college applications, I could not gather the motivation I needed and earned a B+ for
the entire first semester. But things
changed by the end of the first semester as I got into college and started to
let go of my concern for my GPA. Instead of falling into a total Senior slide,
however, I chose to delay my gratification and spent time reviewing Physics.
The moment I sat down leisurely at the
table and focused on Physics, without
worrying about my GPA, I began to
reminisce. Particles in my worksheet
suddenly reminded me of the Lego
toy I used to assemble—except now
the formula sheet was the manual
and variables were the gears. Almost
instantly, I started to find Physics interesting and painless. I would ponder
the problems hours afterward until the

answers revealed themselves. That day,
time passed very quickly. What started
out as merely a dreadful preparation
for an arduous Physics test turned out
to be a joyous occasion. I no longer
found Physics an obligatory chore.
I practiced it often, became excited
about it, and, consequently, my grade
improved. The moment I opened my
heart and thought about the nature of
Physics, the moment it rewarded my
dedication. What started out as a delayed gratification turned out to be a
new discovery.
If we don’t set aside our worry
and concern for our future, we might
never experience the present to the
fullest and enter an aggravated downward spiral. Delayed gratification
doesn’t entirely mean sacrificing your
present for a benefit in the future, it
also means freeing yourself up from
other concerns so you can focus on the
present. The more focused you are, the
more enjoyment you might yield, and
eventually, you might not even need
the so-called gratification any more.

than others -- it depends on if you
awoke during light sleep or deep sleep.
That’s where Sleep Cycle comes in. Every night, rather than setting a specific
alarm time, you set a range (ex: 7:15am
- 7:45am) for the alarm to choose a
time in. The app listens to your breath-

ing patterns at night, tracking what
phase of sleep you’re in, then purposefully sounds the alarm at your moment
of lightest sleep within the set range.
That way you arise feeling more fresh
and awake than usual. The app sincerely works for me and has helped me

Tips for
Govs Students
Jeremiah Mackin-Alonzi ’18

A

fter spending four years at Govs,
I’ve learned a few easy actions I
can take to significantly reduce stress
or increase convenience in each day.
I wish someone had shared these tips
with and tricks with me my freshman
year so I could’ve adopted them from
the start. Hopefully I can help someone by passing on what I’ve learned.
They’re not earth-shattering; just easy,
small suggestions that still can have a
great impact on the daily life of a Govs
student.

ficult one -- waking up. Despite feeling
dreary, you must assure you don’t sleep
through your alarm. That leads me to
the first tip, that you should download
and use the app “Sleep Cycle” as your
alarm clock. One feature, the “wake up
range,” is what sets it apart from other
alarms. You’d normally set an alarm to
one specific time (ex: 7:30am), however, this may result in the alarm sounding while you are in deep sleep. When
you awaken from deep sleep, you feel
more fatigued and are more inclined
to fall back asleep. That’s why some
The first part of each day can be a dif- mornings it’s harder to get out of bed
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start the mornings with more energy.
Then you must get ready for your day.
This next tip seems obvious but I’ve
heard many complain about forgetting to do it -- check the weather before you leave your house or the dorm.
Seriously. I’ve occasionally presumed
the weather would be warm enough
for shorts but end up surprised by
wind and the cold. I’ve seen students
show up to school without a coat and
be caught off guard by a thunderstorm
or snow. It’s so easy and yet can save
you so much unnecessary discomfort
-- just Google the day’s forecast each
morning before you choose your outfit
and that way you’ll stay prepared.

As you leave the dorm, the school day
begins. Here’s a school-related tip:
don’t throw away your old tests. It may
be tempting to lighten your backpack
by dumping out the contents of your
folders midway through the year, but
don’t put them in the trash! When it
comes time for end-of-the-year exams
and all you can remember are the Bantus, you’ll want your tests from that
year in order to review and memorize
the old material.

An additional nice feature of the mobile version is that you can work even
without Wifi, opening the door to be
productive during times where you
have nothing else to do anyway, like
your daily commute to school. Also,
you can always use the app when you
simply don’t have access to your computer or the battery runs out.

food for the winter. Grab extra snacks
when the opportunity exists and store
them in your dorm or locker for times
when you miss lunch, you don’t want
to go outside because of the snow, or
maybe you just can’t handle another
Thanksgiving Thursday. That way you
won’t go hungry.

There you have it, the keys to making
Next, it’s lunch time. An easy lunch tip your day easier.
-- carefully time your arrival on Thursdays. The XE block rush is unreal, so
Now, it’s the middle of the school day, if you want to avoid the excessiveand maybe you’re in a rush to print ly long lines for the special Thursday
out a paper for class. Get the Google bars, head to lunch at the start of PA.
Docs app. It makes it quick and con- Speaking of food, here’s another tip -venient to share or print a document. think like a squirrel and stock up on

Why the Governor
Joonwoo Baik ‘18

A

few weeks ago, the other editors and I had an opportunity
to look at the past Governor
papers in the archive with help from
Ms. Slater. As I skimmed through the
papers, the voices of 5000 graduates
since the 1960s seemed to echo in
my ears. The papers were full of articles with different topics ranging from
donkey polo to disciplinary actions.
One student ruthlessly criticized the
modifications to the school rulebook
with clear and rational logic. Another student welcomed and introduced
new faculty members (including Ms.
Ruhl!). I was even able to find a letter to the editor written by Dr. Quimby, arguing that a slanderous article
against the student council was flawed.
Surprisingly, the layout and topics-such as dress code, parking, etc.-covered by the paper back then have
not evolved much. Yet, there was one
noticeable difference: the number of
newspaper staff members and eagerness of students to contribute.
One of the biggest struggles
for editors this year has been encouraging more students to write. I have
worked for the school newspaper since
my sophomore year and this year the
staff received record low submissions.
Some unmotivated bugs :) promised
to write but end up with more excuses. Many of the submitted pieces did
not fit the format, and were written for
other purposes such as literary essays
or history research papers. Compared
to a few years ago, the paper quality has
increased significantly and the editors
have been putting in a lot of aesthetic
work. Yet, without quality articles, em-

broidery seems extravagant and futile.
There could be many reasons behind the substantially low submissions. First, due to the development of
technology and use of smartphones,
newspapers are not a main source of
communication anymore. It is more
common for people to share their
thoughts on social media such as Twitter or Facebook. Newspapers nowadays have gradually become obsolete.
Moreover, writing for the school newspaper does not have any immediate
benefit. Most students-especially upperclassmen-are already burdened
with tests, papers, sports, etc. Writing
an article is not an easy task. From research to final edit, a student has to
exhibit a lot of stamina writing and
communicating with editors. Most
students would avoid adding more demanding work to their already overwhelming schedule full of APs. Socially, few faculty members or students
comment so your effort could not be
recognized.
Some people might ask: So why
write for The Governor? Despite these
obstacles, I still believe newspapers
serve an important role in our community. Even in a seemingly serene
and welcoming community like Governor’s Academy, rumors, accusations,
and disputes regarding graduation
gowns, senior skip days, disciplinary
actions, weighted grades, etc. arise
once in a while. Skirmishes follow every major school decision. Many students initially react very emotionally–
talking...a lot of talking and rage. Yet
after a few days, people gradually forget and no real changes are made. Back

to the status quo.
The Governor is an opportunity for our community to engage in a
civil discourse, to break the façade of
the Governor Bubble where it is easier
to turn a blind eye to the ugly, uncomfortable truths, to see from different
perspectives and to question the status
quo. The paper can positively impact
the Governor’s community by collecting, creating, and preserving vital
knowledge of the school.
There are so many social norms
and loathsome injustices that I wish to
eradicate from our society. In order
to do so, not only myself but everyone has to agree and advocate for the
change. I believe in discussions that
induce reform and education. Oneway conversations do not have the
power to improve our society. I believe
The Governor is something that could
provoke those discussions.
Moreover, writing for the Gov-

ernor is also about you. Being part of
the school newspaper has elicited the
most personal growth for me. I witnessed how a few motivated seniors
and other editorial staff transformed
the newspaper, and I was truly impressed by their work. As an editor, I
often emailed students asking them
to write an article for us. I called and
visited printing companies to find the
best deal. I had to communicate with
school officials to talk about censorship. These experiences taught me lessons that I would have never learned
in classes: leadership techniques,
communication methods, production
planning tips, and many others. Most
importantly, I had a chance to listen
to incredible experiences of faculty
members and peers, read about mysterious secrets of the academy, and share
my deep inner thoughts with fellow
students.
So please write.
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Student Literature
Nothing Was Left
Arif Abd Aziz ‘19

T

Nothing was left.

heir
prayers
succumbed to the fiery
depths of Tedim. Next
to me lay my lifeless brother
Cho. His fists were tightened,
hiding nothing but an Arabic
scripture that I wrote earlier
that day. He seemed to be staring right at my face as if something was lingering next to
me. I looked to my right and
left and saw absolutely nothing. They were gone too.
The men in red, as brother
Cho once said, disappeared
into the night. Once again,
they left without a drop of
blood, without a single show
of regret, without a grave for
the dead. When they came
from the woods, my uncle
usually hid all of us in his fruit
cellar, but it was gone along
with him. He attended many
protests and once attacked a
man in red. Unintentionally putting himself in danger,
they, as my father once described, chopped him up like
a cow during Ramadan.
Mother and father left brother Cho and me alone as they
meandered around town after curfew. They tried to find
a mosque to ask forgiveness
for uncle’s sins. The men in
red swiftly caught them, but
they didn’t beat my parents
to death. They only expelled
them from Tedim; maybe a
fate worse than death. Brother
Cho always believed that they

would come back one day,
forgiven of the mistakes they
made. Even at death, brother
Cho’s eyes mirrored that same
hope. But all hope was gone.
The prayers stopped. Those
burning in their homes have
finally perished. They, stupidly enough, believed that
they were going to be saved
by something miraculous; the
world was not brought up that
way. When we were forsaken to this land, we were never promised the luxuries that
once belonged to us. When we
had to sweat to cultivate our
fields, we learned how hunger, pain, and dehydration felt.
When we were taken away our
immortality, we played a sick
game with death’s puppets.
There’s no place for us in this
world; just like their prayers,
we will all fade away into dust
and ash.
My father always told me that
Satan was everywhere--that
he even existed in our souls.
All men are evil; they were
born evil. When the men in
red attacked, the other villagers were either talking
amongst themselves or praying in their homes. Some villagers said that they heard
Satan’s whispers beyond the
woods, but nobody listened.
Tedim was a heaven for all
Rohingya Muslims. Satan, unlike my father believed, was
non-existent; we were safe.
Just as brother Cho and I were
about to head home, a fiery

Seven Year
Itch

Annabelle Svahn ‘20

There’s a vase
sitting at the center of the cherry table.
Above it, a window,
where at the sun’s high
one can see the growing bed of dust.

sword shot up into the sky. It
looked as if hell has finally set
upon us. Men in red jumped
out of the surrounding bushes
and screamed their hearts out.
One of them swung a scythe at
the man who claimed to hear
Satan’s whispers. Satan--just
like that-- dragged his soul
away, but we were safe.
I grasped brother Cho’s hand
and tugged him inside the
rice storage room. Brother
Cho, shivering from the fire’s
heat, began to scream into my
shoulder. I covered his mouth,
but he didn’t stop. His cries
united with the prayers of the
burning villagers like the calling for solat. There were no
miracles that came that night.
Only souls and their devices.

Midnight
Annabelle Svahn ‘20

			

Brother Cho wouldn’t stop
screaming, so I clenched my
hands around his thin neck.
Not stopping until his cries
were gone. I tightened my
grip until both of my hands
touched each other.
His screeches ended with a
restless sigh. All was quiet
now. The men in red, finished
with their devices, retreated to
the forests’ dark. It was just me
and brother Cho.
As father would say, this world
is no heaven; even the blessed
are damned. There’s no good.
There’s no peace. There’s no
hope.
Nothing was left.

For six years you’ve filled the vase every morning:
fresh cut daisies,
pink tulips,
a rose on holidays—
but never sunflowers, you hate the color,
and hydrangeas don’t look good in the light.
It has always been full.
Oh, it must have slipped your mind:
The weather!
But the sun is shining.

Only the drone of
tire on asphalt
filled the night air—		
they were flying 90
on a 65 road,
the traffic signs a blur
lit only by a hazy, colorless light
that pulled them into the
unknown

he was driving,
she rested in the passenger seat,
smiling in red lipstick no one would ever see
but him,
laughing for no reason at all.
she pulled her scarf from her neck,
stretched it overhead,
and she surrendered—
it soared into the night,
into the echo of sirens,
until midnight enclosed them
all.

The stores are closed; it’s sunday!
But the florist opens at noon.
But what about your garden? I ask.
I forgot, you say.
I forgot.
funny how things
wilt and
fade.

